
By James Ellingworth

Once intended as a Soviet rival to the capitalist symbol of
Detroit, Russia’s auto-making hub of Togliatti is sliding into
economic depression. And blue collar workers are taking

the brunt of the pain as employers use the threat of joblessness to
slash or withhold wages at will. Far from its 1960s roots as a socialist
vision of the future, central Togliatti is lined with discount retailers,
payday lenders and pawnshops as the recession has cratered the
car market.

Workers from the vast Lada car factory say they’re increasingly
desperate but too scared to speak out due to what they claim is the
threat of retaliation by managers. “People are frightened to say
even a single word,” production worker and union activist Nataliya
Yemshanova said at a union meeting in a member’s apartment. “I
can’t remember that happening before. They can pay less money.
People will agree to any wage.”

Yemshanova provided AP with pay slips showing monthly earn-
ings of just 10,300 rubles ($135) in January. She said her pay was
slashed by half after she refused a demand to switch to cleaning
floors, and claimed some managers at AvtoVAZ, the company
which owns the Lada factory, were using the threat of unemploy-
ment to force workers - especially those critical of the management
- to accept lower pay. A pay slip in the name of Yemshanova’s broth-
er, who works for the same company, shows earnings of 7,800
rubles ($100) for January.

Sitting near Yemshanova at the meeting, union leader Anna
Perova, who has worked for AvtoVAZ since the Soviet era, held up
her right hand to show how she lost parts of four fingers in 2011 -
crushed, she says, by a faulty metal press. She warns of a rise in
industrial accidents as budgets for maintenance and training come
under strain. “People are sent to different production areas where
they don’t understand what’s going on. That happened recently. A
woman pressed a button for an examination and her hand was
utterly crushed,” she said. Perova’s account could not be independ-
ently confirmed by the AP.

Malaise
AvtoVAZ and Renault-Nissan, a French-Japanese alliance that

controls AvtoVAZ through a holding company, did not respond to
requests for comment on the allegations of wage cuts and industri-
al accidents. Many of Togliatti’s major employers supply the factory,
meaning the car market’s malaise infects the city as a whole.
AvtoVAZ lost almost $1 billion in 2015 and its liabilities exceed its
assets, leading auditors Ernst & Young to warn of “a material uncer-
tainty which may cast significant doubt on (Avtovaz’s) ability to
continue as a going concern.”

The company is the highest-profile casualty of a plunging car
market, where sales dropped by more than a third last year and

some foreign firms, including General Motors, have pulled out
entirely. Lada’s factory is now implementing a cost-saving plan that
includes a reduction in head count. Moving to a four-day week this
month has essentially meant a 20 percent pay cut across the board,
on top of the arbitrary wage cuts workers claim to have suffered.

President Vladimir Putin and Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev
have shown support for the industry with a string of factory visits
and promised some state support, though the numbers are
unclear. Under Renault and Nissan’s ownership of AvtoVAZ, there
has been a drive to modernize the Lada range with new models
based on Renault designs, but this has meant importing parts and
exposing the Soviet-era network of parts suppliers in the city to
extra competition. AvtoVAZagregat, a company which made interi-
ors for AvtoVAZ cars but is under separate ownership, ceased pro-
duction last year and is now in bankruptcy proceedings, leaving
more than 2,000 people out of work. CEO Viktor Kozlov has been
arrested on suspicion of tax fraud.

Elena Seliverstova, who worked for AvtoVAZagregat in purchas-
ing for 25 years, showed the AP documents detailing an ever-

increasing portion of unpaid monthly wages since July, culminating
in January, when she received none of her monthly earnings of
almost 23,000 rubles ($300), money she needs to support her elder-
ly mother. “You know, it’s a complete catastrophe,” she said through
tears. Only financial help from her son has prevented her electricity
from being cut off in the middle of winter, Seliverstova said.

Mechanic Andrei Dobrokhotov said he had not received any
money from AvtoVAZagregat since June, forcing his family to
depend on cheap foods like barley. Both he and Seliverstova said
they had looked for new work but found none, and that
AvtoVAZagregat had retained documents of theirs that are
required by law when registering at a new workplace. More than
1,000 people protested the AvtoVAZagregat collapse on a
Togliatti square in November, demanding unpaid wages, in a
demonstration organized by local communists. Seliverstova, who
was there, doubts political action by workers can force the pay-
ment of wage arrears or get support from the city government,
which is itself under pressure due to lower tax receipts from the
car industry.—AP
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Ireland’s two biggest political parties, bitter rivals
for almost a century, were facing a tough choice
yesterday in the wake of inconclusive elections -

team up, or risk months of instability. Fianna Fail
and Fine Gael, which between them have ruled
Ireland since 1932, differ little in ideology but are
instead divided by history dating back to a 1920s
civil war following the Irish struggle for independ-
ence from Britain. The question now is whether
they can put their old rivalry behind them to pro-
vide a stable government for the eurozone’s fastest
growing economy and avoid the instability which
has rocked other austerity-hit countries like Spain.

Ultimately, the biggest obstacle to a grand
alliance may be pride. “Fianna Fail has still got the
psyche of being the natural party of government, of
being this dominant party,” said Gail McElroy, politi-
cal science professor at Trinity College Dublin. “If
you go into government with Fine Gael, you’re
essentially giving up on that dream.”

Fianna Fail, whose name means “Warriors of
Ireland”, was founded by Eamon de Valera, a tower-
ing figure in Irish history who was later president
from 1959 to 1973. The party has its roots in oppo-
sition to the 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty which granted
Ireland limited independence from Britain and pro-
vided for the partition of Northern Ireland, still part
of the United Kingdom. Fine Gael, meaning “Tribe
of the Irish”, grew out of the group that supported
that treaty. Under de Valera’s leadership, Fianna Fail
became Ireland’s dominant political force and
remained so until 2011, when it suffered a defeat of
historic proportions in response to a brutal eco-
nomic crisis and housing crash on its watch.

The party rebounded in Friday’s election but is
far from reclaiming its lost dominance. Before the
election, analysts noted that Fine Gael and Fianna
Fail’s combined support was at historic lows - a
trend for established parties reflected in many oth-
er European countries - and asked whether this
could be the vote that finally ended “civil war poli-
tics”. For some, the shift to the left, insurgents and
small parties in Friday’s election did just that. “The
Irish people are tired of 100 years of civil war poli-
tics and they are saying: ‘Look, let’s do something
new,’” said Stephen Donnelly after being elected for
the newly-formed party the Social Democrats.

‘Will of the People’? 
Any coalition between Fine Gael and Fianna Fail

has the potential to transform both parties and also
Irish politics. “The really interesting thing in this
election is that ideology may be actually emerging,
we may be waking up to 20th century European
style politics,” McElroy said. “There is kind of a left,
although it’s quite fragmented, and now there is a
centre-right,” she added. But an alliance between
the two would risk angering their old guard and
activist base.

Eamon O Cuiv, deputy Fianna Fail leader and de
Valera’s grandson, said a deal with Fine Gael would
break pre-election promises not to unite and alien-
ate the party’s core supporters and canvassers. “The
people who were doing all of the hard work for the
party... they would see us being totally incompati-
ble with Fine Gael policies,” O Cuiv said.

It would also hand a strategic advantage to the
leftwing Sinn Fein, which would become Ireland’s
main opposition party after gaining support on an
anti-austerity platform, a new chapter for the party
once seen as the political voice of the Irish
Republican Army. Sinn Fein leaders like to dismiss
the two parties as “tweedledum and tweedledee”
and its president Gerry Adams urged them to unite
following the vote. “They are natural partners, they
are Siamese twins, they should get into bed togeth-
er,” he said.

An editorial in the Sunday Independent newspa-
per urged the parties to listen to the “will of the
people”. “It is time for these two parties born of a
civil war to live up to the greatness of their past and
to prove themselves renewed and worthy of a
future of the common good,” it added.  —AFP

Focus

Old foes’ dilemma 

over teaming up 

after Irish election

By Naomi O’Leary

Russian workers squeezed but scared to speak

By Paul Taylor

It’s little wonder the European Union can’t find
common solutions to Europe’s urgent prob-
lems when its main members are having such

different national conversations. Like the biblical
Tower of Babel, Europe’s ambitious construction is
in danger of toppling because its peoples are not
speaking the same political language. Tune in to
Germany and the fierce debate is all about how to
cope with an influx of a million migrants, whether
to limit the numbers and, in some quarters, how
to stop them coming.

Switch to France and you’re listening to a
nation that thinks it is at war, still living under a
state of emergency and in shock after last
November’s attacks by Islamist militants that
killed 130 people in Paris. Flip to Britain and the
talk is all of national sovereignty and a possible
Brexit in the build-up to a June referendum that
might end the country’s schizophrenic member-
ship of the EU. Look east to Poland and people are
arguing over the new government’s moves to
curb the media and the constitutional court, over
who may have been a Communist informer 40
years ago, and over the perceived Russian threat
to eastern Europe today.

Around central Europe the discussion is about
how to resist German pressure to take in a share of
refugees. Turn south and the Italians and
Portuguese are engrossed in domestically focused
debates about how to revive economic growth
despite the EU’s budgetary corset while cleaning

up legacy bank problems. Spain meanwhile is pre-
occupied by Catalan separatism, political paralysis
and the risk of a breakup of the country.

When those countries’ leaders come to
Brussels, they often cannot even agree what they
should be discussing. For the last two EU summits,
Britain wanted the focus to be on its demands for
a renegotiation of its membership terms to give
Prime Minister David Cameron a “new settlement”
he can sell in a June 23 referendum on whether to
stay in the bloc. He secured a deal on Feb 19, but
many fellow leaders were frustrated at having to
spend time on what they see as side issues and
rhetorical formulations when their house is on
fire.

“Everyone in the room and corridors was
rather irritated that here we are dealing with
some rather obscure issues of child benefits
indexation, while we have real problems in Syria,
member states closing borders, major issues we
should really be on instead of this,” a diplomat
involved in the talks said. German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, fighting for her political life
against domestic critics of her open door for
refugees, wanted the EU to concentrate on urgent
measures to secure Europe’s external borders, reg-
ister migrants, send home rejected asylum seek-
ers and share out refugees among EU states.

Desperate to find a common “European solu-
tion” to the migration crisis, she has forced yet
another European summit on March 7 with
Turkey, days before three German regional elec-
tions in which anti-immigration rightists could

make big gains. French President Francois
Hollande, for his part, goes to Brussels seeking
more cooperation against terrorism and support
for military action against Islamic State in Syria
and Libya. His prime minister, Manuel Valls, irked
German officials by using a trip to the Munich
Security Conference to criticize Merkel’s welcome
for refugees and declare that Europe could not
take any more migrants.

Waning Authority
Unlike many past European crises, where dis-

agreements could be postponed or salami-sliced
into gradual steps that turned a political dispute
into a technocratic process, there is no obvious
way to delay or defuse the migration issue. Events
on the ground are moving faster than the EU’s
ability to manage them. Governments along the
main Western Balkans migration route, under
pressure from populist forces, are resorting to
beggar-thy-neighbour solutions.

Austria, a key transit country, unilaterally
imposed daily caps on migrant entries and asy-
lum applications in mid-February. In a sign of the
waning authority of Brussels and Berlin, Austria
brought together 10 central European and Balkan
states last week - meeting without Germany, the
EU authorities or Greece, the main arrival point for
migrants - to coordinate national measures to
choke off the northward flow of migrants.

As boatloads of migrants defy winter seas dai-
ly to cross from Turkey, that lockdown is rapidly
turning Greece, the EU’s most economically

enfeebled state, into a giant refugee camp. Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras has warned his country will
not become “a warehouse of souls” and said he
will hold up other European business if Athens’
partners do not share the burden. EU countries
have largely ignored the quotas of refugees they
agreed last year to take in, and Hungary is now
planning a referendum on whether it should have
to accept any.

Britain and France are keeping their heads
down rather than helping Merkel, Europe’s most
experienced and respected leader. Cameron
won’t take any refugees already in Europe for fear
that public hostility to migration could cost him
the referendum. Hollande too fears fuelling sup-
port for far-right populist Marine Le Pen if he
offers Berlin more assistance. Barring an improba-
ble halt to arrivals from Turkey in the coming
weeks, the most likely next step is that Europe’s
26-nation Schengen zone of passport-free travel
will be officially suspended for two years to pre-
empt a disorderly collapse.

A major achievement of EU cooperation on a
continent scarred for centuries by wars will be put
into an induced coma to prevent it dying immedi-
ately. The result will likely be long lines at borders
that had all but disappeared two decades ago. At
that point, Germany, with or without Merkel, will
probably have to impose its own curbs on new
migrants. While Europe’s weak and divided leaders
remain distracted by internal debates, the union
that provided the framework for post-World War
Two prosperity will start to unravel.  —Reuters

EU’s Tower of Babel may fall

Workers build cars on the assembly line at the UAZ car plant in the city of Ulyanovsk on the Volga River
in Russia on Feb 16, 2016. —AP


